Illegal Nuclear Launch Order can be Refused: US General

BEIJING - Chinese Foreign Minister Wang Yi played down Friday's talk of a possible North Korean nuclear threat, saying that Beijing already has mechanisms in place to handle any breaches of international law.

Mr. Wang also noted that China has always condemned nuclear weapons and nuclear weapons tests.

He added that China is willing to work with the international community to resolve the Korean Peninsula nuclear issue through dialogue and negotiation.

Refugee Crisis Can't be Solved by UN: China

BEIJING - China demanded on Saturday that the United Nations resolve the global refugee crisis responsibly and without giving in to pressure.

The government has said that the current global refugee crisis is the result of conflicts, economic crises and natural disasters, and that the international community should work together to find solutions.

German MEP Calls on EU to Go For More Global Approach Following New Anti-Dumping Rules

Strasbourg where the European Parliament gave its assent to new anti-dumping rules.

The new rules are part of the 2016 presidential campaign promises to reduce the number of court cases involving anti-dumping duties.

The anti-dumping rules are viewed as a key part of the EU's efforts to become more competitive.

Elections to be Held as Scheduled: Iraq PM

BAGHDAD - Iraq's Prime Minister Haider al-Abadi said on Sunday that the national election will be held as scheduled on May 12, according to a statement issued by his office.

He added that the last minute to register candidates has been extended.

The poll will be the third since the 2003 US invasion and is seen as a test for the stability of the country.

German Coalition Talks Face Immigration Stumbling Block

Berlin - Germany's coalition parties have opened talks to resolve a immigration crisis.

The talks are expected to be tough, with a sticking point being the, so-called “family reunification” law.

Junker: EU Backs Spain Against Catalan Secession

BRUSSELS - European Commission President Jean-Claude Juncker called for a “European solution” and has re-launched his efforts to support the Spanish government.

In a letter sent to European Council President Donald Tusk, Juncker said: “We must not undermine the widespread support that Spanish Prime Minister Mariano Rajoy has in Spain, a government that is facing an unprecedented crisis of moral legitimacy.”

Junker also voiced his concerns over the situation in Catalonia.

Illegals to go to Mexico Meeting: Clinton

WASHINGTON - In a surprise move, President Donald Trump has offered to meet with Illegals in Mexico to discuss the situation.

Mr. Trump said he would be willing to meet with the Illegals to discuss how to deal with the problem.

He added that the meeting would be conducted in a “professional and respectful manner.”

Trump Blasts Hillary

WASHINGTON - In a surprising move, President Donald Trump has blasted Hillary Clinton, saying that she is “the worst of biggest loser of all time.”

Calling his Democratic presidential rival “the worst of biggest loser of all time,” Trump told media that the “Russian med

The comments come as the Trump administration has moved to bolster relations with Russia.

The top officer at U.S. Strategic Command, told a panel at Air Force Global Strike Command, that the United States is ready to use nuclear weapons if necessary.

The deployments are part of a broader strategy to counter the threat from Iran.

The deployments are part of a broader strategy to counter the threat from Iran.

Britain to Submit ‘Brexit Bill’ Proposal Before December EU Meeting

LONDON - Britain will submit proposals on how to settle its divorce bill with the European Union before an EU summit scheduled for next month, the government said.

The proposals will be discussed at a meeting of EU leaders on December 14, 2017.

The proposals will likely include plans for a transitional arrangement before Brexit takes effect.

The proposals will also likely include plans for a transitional arrangement before Brexit takes effect.
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